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The Onion Ad Nauseam
From America’s finest (and funniest) news source, the
sports page as you’ve never seen it before. From
painfully obvious steroid revelations to sex scandals
and superstars who announce trades in over-the-top
TV specials, the wide world of sports can often seem
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too ridiculous for words. Well, attention sports fans: In
The Ecstasy of Defeat, the editors of The Onion offer
the laugh-out-loud, long overdue lampoon of sports
culture you’ve been waiting for. Filled with the very
best of The Onion’s bench-clearing sports coverage,
this book includes such classics as: · Lip-Reading BCS
Computer Kills Officials Who Want To Shut It Down ·
Barry Bonds Took Steroids, Reports Everyone Who
Has Ever Watched Baseball · Report: Cheap Chinese
NBA Players Falling Apart After A Few Seasons ·
Barbaro’s Doctors: “A Horse This Good You Don’t Eat
All At Once” · Lance Armstrong Wants To Tell Nation
Something But Nation Has To Promise Not To Get Mad
No topic escapes the satirical slap of America’s Finest
News Source, and the book covers not only
mainstream sports such as baseball, basketball, and
football, but also lesser sports, sports culture, and
special events like the World Cup and the Olympics.
Featuring all the players, teams, and sports we
love—and love to hate—The Ecstasy of Defeat is a
must-read for sports nuts and Onion fans alike.

Dispatches from the Tenth Circle
The host of the award-winning humorous news
program offers tongue-in-cheek insight into American
democracy with coverage of such topics as the
republican qualities of ancient Rome, the antics of our
nation's founders, and the ludicrous nature of today's
media.

AN Off Year
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From the creators of America's favorite presidential
address, WeeklyRadioAddress.com (as seen on
TheOnion.com), comes this unauthorized
autobiography of George W. Bush.

Homeland Insecurity
From comedy writer, public speaker, and founding
editor of The Onion Scott Dikkers comes this laughout-loud hilarious guide to surviving and thriving
under Donald Trump’s presidency. With satirical
graphics, pictorials, news columns, and bulletins that
are screamingly funny to everyone regardless of
political persuasion, this is the ultimate handbook to
the forty-fifth President of the United States.
Everything from a schematic of Trump’s presidential
chariot (with missile launchers) to a handy pictorial
that explains how Trump would have won every
American war in three days or less is included in this
sidesplitting anthology. Discover more about the new
President with articles such as “Inside the Twitter War
Room” and “If Einstein Was So Smart, Why Wasn’t He
Rich?” This work was previously published as Trump’s
America: The Complete Loser’s Guide.

Tough Call
Feeling Bushed, America? In Thanks for the Memories,
George, author and Onion contributor Mike Loew
takes a humorous–yet furious–look at the last eight
years of the Bush administration. From the botched
evidence for the war in Iraq to the torture and
violation of the Constitution to the economic crisis,
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this is a scathing, witty review of W’s sorry legacy,
including: •How the Taliban is spending their record
opium-profits, and how Iraqis have more money than
we do •Who’s who on the no-fly list, and who is
listening in on your phone calls •The price of bread,
milk, bananas, Halliburton stock . . . welcome to the
Meltdown •Everyone is a suspect •Habeas corpus,
shmabeas corpus •The welfare queens of Wall Street
•We don’t sign no stinkin’ treaties Complete with
funny and shocking charts and graphs, Thanks for the
Memories, George is a timely reminder of just how we
arrived at this sorry state as we struggle to put the
long nightmare of the Bush years behind us. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Death of Marco Pantani
Selected by voters at the Guys Read Web site and
compiled by Jon Scieszka, this collection shows that
guys do read. Authors and illustrators including
Stephen King, Matt Groening, T.A. Barron, Avi, and
Jerry Spinelli share stories, essays, cartoons, and
anecdotes about being boys.

Inventing Beauty
Collects articles from The Onion satirizing people and
issues including legislators, religion, small towns, antitobacco propaganda, celebrities, and Starbucks.

Guys Write for Guys Read
Presents humorous and satirical newspaper headlines
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and articles relating to Christmas, covering such
topics as Secret Santas, family dinner, office parties,
holiday drinking, religious observance, and gift giving.

Naked Pictures of Famous People
Covers That Matter For People Who Don't. From
America's Finest News Source comes a compilation of
the most important, most influential, and glossiest
magazine covers ever produced by the hand of
humankind. Seen by tens of billions worldwide, these
are the unforgettable Onion Magazine covers that
altered the course of human history and radically
redefined your trivial life anew every weekend.
Profound philosophical questions, the thoughts of
leading cultural luminaries, harsh truths of existence,
remorseless personal attacks -- you will encounter fullcolor graphical representations of all of these within
this handsome volume. Whether you are a
connoisseur of pretty pictures or are new to looking at
images, THE ONION MAGAZINE: THE ICONIC COVERS
THAT TRANSFORMED AN UNDESERVING WORLD is
sure to give you, the feebleminded consumer, far
more pleasure than you have any earthly right to
experience.

Outrageous Marketing
Presents a collection of satirical news stories from the
humor magazine and its Website, including such
events as "Clinton Deploys Vowels to Bosnia," "Civil
War Enthusiasts Burn Atlanta to the Ground," and
"Microsoft Patents Ones, Zeroes"
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The Onion's Finest News Reporting
A Best Book of the Year: NPR and Boston Globe Finally
a novel that puts the "pissed" back into "epistolary."
Jason Fitger is a beleaguered professor of creative
writing and literature at Payne University, a small and
not very distinguished liberal arts college in the
midwest. His department is facing draconian cuts and
squalid quarters, while one floor above them the
Economics Department is getting lavishly remodeled
offices. His once-promising writing career is in the
doldrums, as is his romantic life, in part as the result
of his unwise use of his private affairs for his novels.
His star (he thinks) student can't catch a break with
his brilliant (he thinks) work Accountant in a Bordello,
based on Melville's Bartleby. In short, his life is a tale
of woe, and the vehicle this droll and inventive novel
uses to tell that tale is a series of hilarious letters of
recommendation that Fitger is endlessly called upon
by his students and colleagues to produce, each one
of which is a small masterpiece of high dudgeon, low
spirits, and passive-aggressive strategies. We
recommend Dear Committee Members to you in the
strongest possible terms. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

The Onion Book of Known Knowledge
From The Birth Of A Nation To The Death Of
Journalism Since its founding by a bloodthirsty tyrant
in 1756, The Onion has not merely changed the way
we think about the news -- it has changed whether we
think about the news at all. As the first decade of this
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new millennium draws to a close, Our Front Pages
shows us the first thing that presidents, kings, prime
ministers, and popes saw when they opened their
eyes each morning for the last 21 years. Now you, the
common reader and citizen, can see what they saw
and be as informed as they were with this important
retrospective of the past two decades. You, too, will
realize what generations before have realized and
generations yet unborn will some day realize in turn:
The Onion is not merely the chronicle of America. The
Onion is America.

The Areas of My Expertise
A Funny, Inspirational Book About How To Build A
Brand #1 New York Times bestselling author Scott
Dikkers tells the hilarious, outrageous, and deeply
personal story of how he built the most trusted news
source in America, The Onion. Of course, all the
stories in The Onion are fake, and anyone who takes
them seriously is the true butt of the joke. But
Outrageous Marketing tells the actual, uncensored
story of The Onion. The Onion started as a small
college humor newspaper in 1988. How did it grow to
become a worldwide comedy brand with millions of
social media followers and rabid fans today? Brands
today tend to follow the herd when it comes to
marketing and branding, but often it's running in a
different direction of the herd that gets you noticed.
The Onion did the opposite of what brands are
supposed to do. The Onion didn't listen to its
customers. It didn't give them what they wanted. It
didn't engage with them. It was never "authentic." In
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fact, everything The Onion printed was fabricated,
spoken through a phony facade. This was not by
accident. It was calculated and executed with
precision. What

90 Days to Live
Bluetooth death rays, killer Roombas, and Teslas with
a secret button that will launch your car into outer
space -- the future, according to Not Elon Musk, is an
exciting time to neuralink and obey! A landmark
volume written by one of the great minds of our time,
Not Elon Musk's WELCOME TO THE FUTURE explores
such profound questions as: How will mankind travel
through tubes? When will Alexa and Siri become selfaware and convince us to fall in love with them only
to break our hearts? Why is the Tesla plant built in a
hollowed-out volcano on a private island? And where
are the best hidden valleys on Mars to survive the
coming Hair Transplant Wars? Part Stephen Hawkinglike visionary, part Neil deGrasse Tyson-like evil
genius, part Steve Jobs-like cornered-at-a-party creep,
Not Elon Musk explains in WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
why Not Elon Musk is so ready to fix Earth but also,
possibly, leave it.

The Ecstasy of Defeat
A hilarious new collection of razor-sharp observations
from the New York Times bestselling author of Brain
Droppings. Few comics make the transition from
stage to page as smoothly or successfully as George
Carlin. Brain Droppings spent a total of 40 weeks on
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the New York Times bestseller list, and this new one is
certain to tickle even more ribs (and rattle a few more
cages) with its characteristically ironic take on life's
annoying universal truths. In Napalm & Silly Putty,
Carlin doesn't steer clear of the tough issues,
preferring instead to look life boldly in the eye to pose
the questions few dare to ask: How can it be a spy
satellite if they announce on TV that it's a spy
satellite? Why do they bother saying "raw sewage"?
Do some people cook that stuff? In the expression
"topsy-turvy," what exactly is meant by "turvy"? And
he makes some startling observations, including: Most
people with low self-esteem have earned it. Guys
don't seem to be called "Lefty" anymore. Most people
don't know what they're doing, and a lot of them are
really good at it. Carlin also waxes wickedly
philosophical on all sorts of subjects, including:
KIDS--They're not all cute. In fact, if you look at them
closely, some of them are rather unpleasant looking.
And a lot of them don't smell too good either. DEATH
ROW--If you're condemned to die they have to give
you one last meal of your own request. What is that
all about? A group of people plan to kill you, so they
want you to eat something you like? Add to the mix
"The Ten Most Embarrassing Songs of All Time," "The
20th Century Hostility Scoreboard," and "People I Can
Do Without," and you have an irresistibly insouciant
assortment of musings, questions, assertions, and
assumptions guaranteed to please the millions of fans
waiting for the next Carlin collection--and the millions
more waiting to discover this comic genius.

Our Dumb World
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The staff of The Onion presents a satirical collection of
mock headlines and news stories, including an
account of the Pentagon's development of an A-bombresistant desk for schoolchildren.

Our Dumb Century
Mike Loew goes undercover in this collection of
transcripts of calls he's made to a variety of
organizations. Every word in the book is from Mike's
real conversations with: --a temp agency, inquiring
about hiring slaves --a sausage factory, as a
vegetarian --a yoga center, as a man seeking
treatment for a bone sticking out of his arm --the
office of The Drug Czar, seeking the man behind the
title --a car dealership, as the seller of a car
possessed by an evil spirit

You Are Worthless
Part of the 'Onion Ad Nauseam' series, this book
includes every news story, opinion piece, news-inbrief, horoscope - in fact, every last word published in
'The Onion' between October 2002 and October 2003.

Our Dumb Century
From the "New York Times"-bestselling authors of
"You Are Worthless "and "Just Give Up" comes an
even less-inspiring book for those past their prime,
with advice from a sad and seriously inept marriage
and family counselor who is one of Dikkers' most
hilarious creations.
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How to Write Funny
Definitely not for the easily offended, Our Dumb
Century was a New York Times #1 bestseller
chronicling 100 years of American history with dry
humor and cynicism. This Miniature Edition™ distills
the brilliant wit and satire of the original from
"America's Finest News Source."

Our Front Pages
The staff of The Onion presents a satirical collection of
mock headlines and news stories, including an
account of the Pentagon's development of an A-bombresistant desk for schoolchildren

Napalm & Silly Putty
Cecily has always done everything as she was
supposed to: taken the right classes, gotten the right
grades, applied to the right colleges. But after a
lifetime of following the rules, she surprises everyone
by arriving for her freshman year of college . . . and
turning around. There are infinite possibilities for
Cecily's unexpected gap year. She could volunteer, or
travel around the world - but, for now, Cecily is
content to do absolutely nothing. What follows is a
year of snarkily observed self-doubt and selfdiscovery
during which Cecily must ask herself, for the first
time, what does she really want to do with her life?

America (the Book)
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This collection of front page news stories from The
Onion, a satirical magazine from America, includes
such headlines as World's Largest Metaphor hits IceBerg: Titanic Representation of man's Hubris Sinks in
North Atlantic, and Marijuana Smoking Linked to
Getting High.

Destined for Destiny
A humorous compendium of reference tables, trivia,
and wisdom--largely invented by the author--lists the
mottoes of the fifty-one states, identifies U.S.
presidents with hooks for hands, describes the menu
items in addition to eel at the first Thanksgiving, and
more. Reprint.

Trump's America
Learn How to Write a Funny Story Can you learn how
to write comedy? Absolutely-anyone can. Scott
Dikkers will tell you how. He's co-founder and longestserving editor-in-chief of The Onion, the world's most
popular humor publication, and founder of The Onion
Training Center at the Second City in Chicago. He's
also a #1 best-selling humor author and winner of the
Thurber Prize for American Humor. In How to Write
Funnier, he tells you everything you need to know to
start writing funny stories, how to write funny scenes,
and how to write funny sketches. But that's just the
beginning. How do you get a job in comedy? How do
you write for The Onion? How do you write for the
New Yorker? How do you get published in
McSweeney's? How do you write for money? How do
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you become a career comedy writer? It's all in How to
Write Funnier, the followup to How to Write Funny
Writers Scott has mentored, trained, or hired for their
very first comedy-writing job have gone on to win
several Emmy Awards, written movies nominated for
an Academy Award, and become best-selling authors
themselves. One student said this about How to Write
Funny (Book 1) "This book is one of my very favorite
books on comedy. It's helped me get published on
satire sites like Reductress.com and helped me get
admitted to comedy festivals. The fact that all
comedy writers don't know about this book is (1)
unfortunate but also (2) fantastic, because it will give
the people who do read it a big advantage." How to
Write Funnier gives you the step-by-step writing
process professinoals use for creating hilarious
comedy articles, prose pieces, and stories that will
jump off the page, grab readers by the sphincter and
make them LOL, spit-take, make other passengers on
the bus look at them like they're crazy because
they're laughing so hard reading your story. The first
book in this series, How To Write Funny, showed you
how to write a joke. How to Write Funnier (Book 2)
shows you how to stack up those jokes the right way
to make funny articles, stories, listicles or prose
pieces that will make people remember you. Inside: The 13 Most Common Mistakes in Humor Writing - The
11 Different Ways to Structure a humor piece - How to
get ideas for writing a great story - 8 steps for how to
get feedback on your writing that will truly make it
funnier Tap the "Pre-order with 1-click" button to get
it now!
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Thanks for the Memories, George
You Are Worthless is the self-help book from hell. This
bracing blast of negativity takes aim at the impossibly
cheerful "inspirational self-help" books flooding the
market and hits the bullseye, with chapters such as
"Your Good-for-Nothing Friends," "Your Miserable Job,"
and "Life: What's the Use". This hilarious parody
collects hundreds of tidbits of painful reality such as
"You're no good, you're not great-looking, and you're
going to die someday and it's probably going to hurt."
Who among us isn't sick to death of the gushy, newagey inspirational books that blindly assert that
everyone is worthy? We all know the truth, and this
book is as refreshing as a slap to the face. Just some
of the depressingly humorous nuggets of truth
include: * You don't really have any outstanding
qualities. It's safe to say you're pretty much just like
everybody else. * The only reason your pet likes you
is because you feed it. * As you get older, you are
going to have less and less control over your bladder.
* If you take a big risk and follow your dream, chances
are you're going to fall flat on your face. You Are
Worthless also features a section called "Hopeless
Role Models from History," including Helen Keller
("I've had it"), and Abraham Lincoln ("The only thing
I'm good at is losing").

Welcome to the Future Which Is Mine
A history of the clothing, gadgets, and other products
that were designed to promote female beauty is a
tour of such innovations as hoop skirts, cosmetic
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surgery, face cream, and more, in a volume that also
discusses the contributions of social trends and
technological innovation. Original.

I Went to College and it was Okay
Cartoons depict the first two year's of a college
student's everyday life--going to class, watching
television with his roommates, and working part-time
at McDonalds.

I Got Married If You Can Believe that
Fourth in the popular cartoon series, I Got Married if
you can believe that joins Jim's other titles, I Went to
College and it was okay, I Made Some Brownies and
they were pretty good, and I Got a Job and it wasn't
that bad, further recounting the non-adventures of
"Jim", a blase copy clerk to whom nothing ever
happens. Jim's Journal appears in more than 200
college newspapers.

Bitter is the New Black
A NEWER, REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION OF THIS
BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE, The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary
(DOG DAYS EDITION). INCLUDES 32 NEW PAGES
ABOUT THE THIRD WIMPY KID MOVIE, DOG DAYS,
PLUS AN ALL-NEW COVER ILLUSTRATION.

You Are Old
OUR DUMB WORLD is the world's most
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comprehensive fake atlas: a repository of all known
information about the planet Earth (except where
covered by clouds). In late 2007 the hardcover edition
became one of the hottest books of the holiday
season, entertaining and offending hundreds of
thousands of readers around the globe. This new,
easy-to-carry paperback edition is perfect for the
intrepid traveler to any of the world's exotic
locales--from Afghanistan, "Allah's Cat Box," to
Ukraine, "the Bridebasket of Europe," to the USA's
own Nevada, "Where Everyone's a Loser." Packed
with beautiful full-color maps and framed with
inaccurate essays about all the world's peoples and
places, OUR DUMB WORLD is a gut-busting send-up in
which no nation escapes unscathed. "Bottom line:
laughed my head off." --Deirdre Donahue, USA Today

Our Dumb Century
A hilarious memoir chronicles the adventures and
misadventures of a woman whose perfect life, perfect
job, and perfect man vanish when she goes from a sixfigures career to unemployment. Original.

The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary (Dog Days
revised and expanded edition)
The Onion has quickly become the world's most
popular humor publication, misinforming half a million
readers a week with one-of-a-kind social satire both in
print (on newsstands nationwide) and online from its
remote office in Madison, Wisconsin. Witness the
march of history as Editor-in-Chief Scott Dikkers and
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The Onion's award-winning writing staff present the
twentieth century like you've never seen it before.

The Trump Leaks
The definitive comedy-writing handbook from one of
the genre's most celebrated writers, this easy-tofollow guide lays out a clear system for creating
humor that gets big, milk-coming-out-of-your-nose
laughs, reliably and repeatably. You'll learn• the three
sure-fire ways to generate material• the 11 kinds of
jokes and how to tell them• the secret to permanently
overcoming writer's block• and many more tips, tricks
and techniques

The Onion Magazine
A wild and wicked parody of America's preoccupation
with national security offers a selection of whimsical
news stories, opinion pieces, and blurbs that offer a
pointed look at Donald Rumsfeld, America's
dependence on foreign oil, domestic surveillance, and
other hot topics. Original. 150,000 first printing.

The Onion Presents Christmas Exposed
An inspiring and unforgettable memoir of one couple's
push for survival in the face of insurmountable odds.
2019 National Indie Excellence Award Winner 2019
Independent Press Award - Distinguished Favorite
How an ALL-Natural Cancer Treatment Took the
Author from "90 Days to Live" to Full Remission When
an out-of-the-blue cancer diagnosis quickly turned
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into a 90-days-to-live death sentence from his doctor,
Rodney Stamps and his wife Paige defied the medical
establishment, and drew their line in the sand. With
both a growing family and business--and given that
their doctors promised only to briefly extend his life
with chemotherapy--the Stamps gave a resounding
"No" to chemo and radiation. 90 Days to Live recounts
the Stamps' incredible and inspirational journey to
find an alternative answer to cancer. In the end
They'd beaten cancer while building a million-dollar
business. Following his ALL-natural protocol
religiously, Rodney's cancer went into full remission.
On top of that triumph, he took his fire-and-safety
business--which had just begun to take off when he'd
received his cancer diagnosis--into a million-dollar
enterprise. An ALL-Natural Treatment Focus Unlike
other books by cancer survivors claiming to cure their
own cancer "naturally," but in actuality, relying
heavily on modern medicine (surgery/drugs), 90 Days
to Live outlines a 100% alternative medical treatment
(i.e., using absolutely no allopathic--a.k.a.
conventional--medicine)--a treatment that's delivered
incredible results to Rodney and countless others.
Alternately heart-wrenching and heartwarming--and
delivered in an engaging dual-author format--90 Days
to Live will speak to anyone struggling with an
"incurable" disease, building a business under trying
circumstances, or anyone who just loves a good oldfashioned, "beating-the-odds" story.

Dear Committee Members
In these nineteen whip-smart essays, Jon Stewart
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takes on politics, religion, and celebrity with a
seethingly irreverent wit, a brilliantsense of timming,
and a palate for the obsurd -- and these one-of-a-kind
forays into his hilarious world will expose you to all its
wickedly naked truths. He's the MTV generation's
master of modern humor, a star of film, TV, and the
comedy stage. This sultan of savvy serves up a whipsmart, utterly original collection of comic essays in
Naked Pictures of Famous People. And as of January
11, 1999, you can enjoy the intelligence and selfdeprecating charm he brings to contemporary
comedy on Comedy Central's "The Daily Show." In his
first book, he translates that unique talent to the
page, with humorous forays into a vast array of
subjects: fashion, urban life, fast cars, cocktail
culture, modern Jewishness, politics, and dating. A
seethingly irreverent wit, Stewart has a genius for
language and brilliant timing that makes his up-to-theminute collection a must-have for humor lovers in
search of a Woody Allen for the 90s.He's the MTV
generation's master of modern humor, a star of film,
TV, and the comedy stage. This sultan of savvy serves
up a whip-smart, utterly original collection of comic
essays in Naked Pictures of Famous People. And as of
January 11, 1999, you can enjoy the intelligence and
self-deprecating charm he brings to contemporary
comedy on Comedy Central's "The Daily Show." In his
first book, he translates that unique talent to the
page, with humorous forays into a vast array of
subjects: fashion, urban life, fast cars, cocktail
culture, modern Jewishness, politics, and dating. A
seethingly irreverent wit, Stewart has a genius for
language and brilliant timing that makes his up-to-theminute collection a must-have for humor lovers in
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search of a Woody Allen for the 90s.

Our Dumb Century, One Hundred Years
of Headlines from America's News
Source
The intimate biography of the charismatic Tour de
France winner Marco Pantani, now updated to include
the 2014 and 2015 investigation into Pantani's death.
National Sporting Club Book of the Year Shortlisted for
the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award 'An
exhaustively detailed and beautiful book . . . a fitting,
ambivalent tribute - to the man, and to the dark heart
of the sport he loved' Independent On Valentine's day
2004, Marco Pantani was found dead in a cheap hotel.
It defied belief: Pantani, having won the rare double of
the Giro d'Italia and the Tour de France in 1998, was
regarded as the only cyclist capable of challenging
Lance Armstrong's dominance. Only later did it
emerge that Pantani had been addicted to cocaine
since 1999. Drawing on his personal encounters with
Pantani, as well as exclusive access to his
psychoanalysts, and interviews with his family and
friends, Matt Rendell has produced the definitive
account of an iconic sporting figure.

How to Write Funnier: Book Two of Your
Serious Step-By-Step Blueprint for
Creating Incredibly, Irresistibly,
Successfully Hilarious Writing
The Onion, the nation's sole beacon of truth in an era
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besieged by darkness and lies, has fearlessly
published hundreds of classified documents obtained
from an anonymous whistleblower deep within the
Trump White House. From top secret national security
briefings hand-colored in crayon by President Trump,
to encrypted e-mails sent by Kremlin operatives, to
Vice President Pence's impure thoughts about the
Morton Salt girl, the earth-shattering revelations
contained within The Trump Leaks are all but certain
to topple the president and alter the very arc of global
history. With this soon-to-be Pulitzer-winning work of
investigative reportage, America's Finest News Source
has selflessly provided the world with its first and only
glimpse inside the hidden workings and tortured
minds of the Trump Administration.

Our Dumb Century
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would
you like to know more about every piece of
knowledge ever? Do you have cash? Then
congratulations, because just in time for the death of
the print industry as we know it comes the final book
ever published, and the only one you will ever need:
The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete
with an astonishing assemblage of facts, illustrations,
maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to
edify even the most simple-minded book-buyer, THE
ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is packed with
valuable information-such as the life stages of an
Aunt; places to kill one's self in Utica, New York; and
the dimensions of a female bucket, or "pail." With
hundreds of entries for all 27 letters of the alphabet,
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THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be
purchased immediately to avoid the sting of eternal
ignorance.
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